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          Save space and pack a powerful workout with the Slim Folding Motorized Treadmill by Asuna. Supporting up to 220 lb, this space-saving running deck (49L x 17.75W) is equipped with shock absorption technology that reduces impact on your joints when you exercise. Powered by a 2.5-peak horsepower motor, the indoor treadmill can support walking & running speeds between 0.6 MPH and 8.0 MPH. Use the 4-window display to visualize your workout performance. Keep track of distance, time, calories burned, & speed at a glance. Make quick adjustments to speed by using the on-console quick buttons. And take advantage of the built-in pedometer to monitor your total steps during your exercise sessions. Control your workout entertainment by mounting your favorite smart device on the tablet holder. Bump up your workout with your favorite tunes when you connect your music player to the onboard MP3 sound system. Use the included folding tool to securely fold and unfold the treadmill in the instant. Designed with portability in mind, use the transportation wheels to move the treadmill, and store the motorized treadmill under raised surfaces. Use the folding tool that’s located on the base of the treadmill to fold the treadmill flat (measuring 64L x 30.5W x 5.25H inches when folded flat) and lock the frame in place. Winner of the Good Design Award 2019 - Japan.
        

            
      

    
  












  

   

    
   
      
      
             
        
          

            [image: DIGITAL MONITOR | View your time, distance, speed, and calories burned all at the same time. Use the integrated pedometer to track your steps during each exercise session.]


            
            

              DIGITAL MONITOR 

               View your time, distance, speed, and calories burned all at the same time. Use the integrated pedometer to track your steps during each exercise session.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: DEVICE HOLDER | Prop up your favorite devices on the treadmill by using the convenient tablet holder.]


            
            

              DEVICE HOLDER 

               Prop up your favorite devices on the treadmill by using the convenient tablet holder.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: MEDIA PORT | Connect your music device to the onboard 3.5mm headphone port to listen to music through the integrated speakers on the treadmill. Mount your favorite devices on the treadmill by using the convenient tablet holder.]


            
            

              MEDIA PORT 

               Connect your music device to the onboard 3.5mm headphone port to listen to music through the integrated speakers on the treadmill. Mount your favorite devices on the treadmill by using the convenient tablet holder.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: TRANSPORTATION WHEELS | This indoor treadmill has two sets of transportation wheels that allow you to move it forward, backward, left, and right when it’s folded flat.]


            
            

              TRANSPORTATION WHEELS 

               This indoor treadmill has two sets of transportation wheels that allow you to move it forward, backward, left, and right when it’s folded flat.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: FOLD & LOCK | Use the folding tool that’s located on the base of the treadmill to fold the treadmill flat (measuring 64L x 30.5W x 5.25H in when folded flat) and lock the frame in place.]


            
            

              FOLD & LOCK 

               Use the folding tool that’s located on the base of the treadmill to fold the treadmill flat (measuring 64L x 30.5W x 5.25H in when folded flat) and lock the frame in place.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: SLIM FOLD DESIGN | Take advantage of the low-profile design, which makes it easy to slide the machine under surfaces and move it from room to room.]


            
            

              SLIM FOLD DESIGN 

               Take advantage of the low-profile design, which makes it easy to slide the machine under surfaces and move it from room to room.
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              COLORS 

               This model has 2 color options: Silver or Light Gold
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              "It is super nice and is alot smoother to walk on than my old treadmill. I found myself being able to walk and jog on it more easily than the one I had. You can also store it standing up in a closet, and it does have wheels so u can roll it around easily while its standing up, so that was a nice option if I needed. Over all I do recommend this treadmill as it made my workouts more comfortable and it feels more easy to accomplish each day. I can get it done in the comfort of my living room without having a bulky treadmill sitting in my living room."

              
A.C., Sunny Customer
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              "For brisk warm up and inside jogging, its perfect. Just simply what you are looking for. Already assembled in a package, simple set up, easy to move it around, fold and unfold without hassle. You will go on it more just because of convenience."

              
Minsoo H., Sunny Customer
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      The digital monitor helps track time, distance, calories, and steps.
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      Yes! This treadmill comes equipped with built-in speakers and headphone port so that you can stream music to make your workout more enjoyable.
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      Feel confident on our durable design with a 220 lb max user weight limit.
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      Yes! We have a great library of workouts that you can perform on your treadmill, which can be found on the  Workouts  section of our website as well as on our YouTube channel.
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      Yes! This slim treadmill folds to be completely flat and can be stored under a sofa or bed.
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      There is a 5-year warranty on the structural frame and 180-day warranty on other parts and components.
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              Technology

              	
                    additional connections

                    MP3 Port, Speakers

                  
	
                    device holder

                    yes

                  
	
                    digital monitor

                    Calories, Distance, Speed, Steps, Step/Time, Time
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                    2, 4 MPH
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                    deck to floor height

                    3.94 In

                  
	
                    emergency stop brake

                    yes
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                    49L x 17.75W in
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                    incline degrees

                    1.6°

                  
	
                    incline levels

                     Fixed (not adjustable)
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                    0.028
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                    yes
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                    2.5 Peak HP
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                    yes

                  
	
                    folded product dimensions

                    64L x 30.5W x 5.25H in
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                    59L x 30.5W x 40H in
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                     95 lb
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                    65.2L x 31.9W x 6.2H In
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                    5 year structural frame, 180 days other parts and components
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